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UNIK ON THE MOVE!
STRENGTHENING NETWORKS!
This
May
2018,
the
University of Kibungo is blessed to
host a meeting convened by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Animal
Resources
(MINAGRI).
The
meeting
gathers
MINAGRI
affiliated Institutions (NAEB, and
RAB) and Agriculture Colleges
among which UNIK, UR-CAVM,
and
INES.
This
consultative
meeting aims at exploring areas
of
collaboration
between
MINAGRI and agriculture higher
learning institutions.

a paper entitled “Challenges
Related to the World Englishes
Usage in Multilingual Education
Settings”.

Education Quality Assurance held
in Kigali-Rwanda (May 7-10,
2018). The Theme of the Forum
reads “ICT for Quality Higher

Education
and
Expanded
Access
Leveraging
Technology for Effective QA
Systems in East Africa”.

Dr. Muhayimana Theophile presents a paper
in a conference at Dakar/Senegal

Beginning from April 2018,
UNIK started meeting its alumni in
order to build a strong network.
This May 2018, the move
continues. At its campuses at
Rulindo and Ngoma and at
Rwamagana site, UNIK gathers
alumni and discusses possibilities
of joining the UNIK Association, a
platform from which both UNIK

The 8th EAQAN Forum held in Kigali

The National Commission for
the Fight against Genocide
(CNLG) organizes a talk at the
University of Kibungo this May
2018. The talk aims at mobilizing
both staff and students to
participate in the upcoming
“Café Litéraire” which will gather
all Researchers and individuals
writing about the Genocide
against Tutsi.

Participants from MINAGRI and Agriculture
Universities in a consultative meeting

We are also honored to be
represented in the 3rd Annual
AFRICA TESOL Conference
themed “Expanding

Networks,

Overcoming Challenges” which
was held in Dakar, Senegal. Dr.
Muhayimana Theophile presents

and its Alumni will benefit.
At one UNIK Alumni meeting in Ngoma,
District Officials join

As we go global, we expand
our networks and opportunities in
search for excellence. In this
regard, UNIK VC, DVC/A, and
TQM participates in the 8th Annual
Forum of the East African Higher

Staff and students attending CNLG talk
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As it has been in its
practice
since
2016,
UNIK
organized a workshop for English
Teachers in Ngoma District this
month. This attracts teachers in
profession and Teachers to be. It
is part of capacity building and
lifelong learning.

what she learnt from the training.
She shows vegetable nurseries
that she is developing at
Musamvu site both for increasing
vegetable growth and student
practice.

At Musamvu site, Mrs. Jeannette shows HCoE
members trial vegetable nurseries
Workshop of Ngoma Community of Practice
for English Teachers at UNIK

In view of continuous
partnership and collaboration
and following a training that was
provided to one of UNIK staff by
Rwanda-Israel Horticulture Center
of Excellence (HCoE), the latter
organises a follow up visit to the
Faculty of Agriculture.
Mrs.
Jeannette Mukankurunziza, the
Lecturer who received training
showcases how she implements

The University
of Kibungo
(UNIK) is
indebted to
whoever
passes
sleepless
nights in
order to
contribute to
its mission of
serving the
community.
Together we
can!
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